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A new double-rebridging technique for linear polyethylene
Brian J. Banaszak and Juan J. de Pabloa)

Department of Chemical Engineering, University of Wisconsin—Madison, Madison, Wisconsin 53706

~Received 20 February 2003; accepted 24 April 2003!

A variable connectivity, double-rebridging Monte Carlo~MC! technique is developed for simulation
of long chain molecules. The method changes the connectivity of inner segments of two chain
molecules by making use of a recently proposed inner-chain rebridging scheme@Chen et al., J.
Chem. Phys.113, 11382~2000!#. The new method yields results consistent with other molecular
dynamics and MC methods, but it enhances considerably the rate of equilibration of chain
end-to-end vectors for long molecules. The new method is tested for linear polyethylene melts at
600 K. Polyethylene is modeled as linear 200 and 1000 carbon chains, respectively, using the NERD
united-atom force-field~Nath, Escobedo, and de Pablo revised united-atom force field! @Nathet al.,
J. Chem. Phys.108, 9905 ~1998!; Mol. Phys.98, 231 ~2000!; J. Chem. Phys.114, 3612 ~2001!#.
© 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1583673#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Traditional Monte Carlo~MC! and molecular dynamics
~MD! methods face severe limitations when simulati
highly entangled polymer melts. Upon entanglement, the
namics of polymer chains gradually crosses over from Ro
to reptation-type dynamics. This crossover slows down
relaxation of long-range modes considerably, thereby mak
them inaccessible to molecular dynamics simulations. Tra
tional MC simulations also face obstacles because con
tional trial moves are performed on local scales.

To overcome these limitations, Theodorou and c
workers have proposed connectivity altering MC moves1–7

that improve the relaxation of long-range modes, namely
end-to-end autocorrelation function. In one such move,
connectivity of inner segments of a molecule is exchan
between two polymer chains, thereby resulting in a dra
change in the end-to-end vector in a single move.1 In this
so-called ‘‘double-rebridging’’ technique, the reconstructi
of the two chains is performed with trimers through soluti
of a geometric problem.2 Rigid bond lengths and bond angle
are employed in this scheme. The acceptance of a typ
double-rebridging move is extremely low,;0.002%, but the
effect is so dramatic that significant enhancement of the e
to-end vector autocorrelation function is observed. Appli
tions of the double-rebridging technique have been prese
for linear polyethylene melts of 500 and 1000 carbons,
spectively, at 450 K and 1 atm.

In this work, an alternative double-rebridging move
proposed in which rebridging is conducted via the inn
chain rebridging scheme of Chenet al.8 In this scheme, bond
lengths and bonding angles are flexible. This technique
easily extendable to branched chain simulations and per
rebridging with as many segments as desired. In this fra

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
depablo@engr.wisc.edu
2450021-9606/2003/119(4)/2456/7/$20.00
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work, the number of rebridging segments can be optimiz
for specific simulation conditions.

II. SINGLE-REBRIDGING TECHNIQUE

Before discussing the double-rebridging technique p
posed here, it is instructive to review the single-rebridgi
scheme of Chenet al.8 for linear chains. In the single
rebridging scheme, a move is made to reconstruct the
positions of an inner section of a linear chain. An illustrati
of the proposed move is shown in Fig. 1.

Before a simulation involving this rebridging scheme
conducted, a presimulation is run in order to generate hi
grams for initial guess site–site separation probabilities. T
presimulation can be an MC or MD simulation for an is
lated chain, or a short simulation at system conditions.

Figure 2 illustrates the generation of sitei orientations
for i more than two sites away from chain closure. F
i .2, Nsamptrial orientations for sitei are generated using a
acceptance–rejection scheme.9,10 In this scheme, an orienta
tion with a random direction on a sphere11 and a bond length
distributed according to a harmonic spring10 are generated
This orientation is selected as a trial orientation according
the probability of the new bonded interactions introduc
with the site~bond stretching, bond bending, and torsion
interactions!.9 One of the trial orientations is selected for si
i according to

P~r i !5Psep
0 ~r i ,0!exp~2bUi

ext~r i !!/wi , ~1!

where

wi5 (
j 51

Nsamp

exp~2bUi ~ j !
ext ~r i ~ j !!!Psep

0 ~r i ~ j !,0!, ~2!

wherePsep
0 (r i ,0) is the ‘‘initial-guess’’ separation probability

~from the presimulation! for sites separated byi sites being at
il:
6 © 2003 American Institute of Physics

P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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a distancer i ,0 apart,r i is the position of sitei, andUi
ext(r i) is

the nonbonded energy associated with sitei. The role of the
additional site–site separation probability bias is to direct
generation of configurations favorable for final chain closu

Figure 3 illustrates the generation of the second-to-
site before chain closure. In order to enhance chain closu
stronger condition is desired for the acceptance criteria.
i 52, Nsamptrial orientations are generated in the same m
ner as for thei .2 case. In addition, the final two bon
lengths,b2,1 and b1,0, are generated according to harmon
spring distributions. With the two bond lengths, the fin
bending angle,u1 , is also known. In addition, the selectio
of site i 52 restricts the location of site 1 to the circumfe
ence of the disk shown in Fig. 3. The final bending ang
u1 , and the Jacobian factor,J(r2), for the crank-shaft rota-
tion of site 1 are thus incorporated into the selection of sit
according to

P~r2!5exp~2bUext~r2!!exp~2bUbend~u1!!J~r2!/w2 , ~3!

where

w25 (
j 51

Nsamp

exp~2bUext~r2~ j !!!

3exp~2bUbend~u1~ j !!!J~r2~ j !!, ~4!

and J(r2)51/(b1,0b2,1r 2,0),
12,13 thereby taking into accoun

the Jacobian for insertion of the last site on the disk,
shown in Fig. 3.

For i 51, a crank-shaft insertion is performed by ra
domly inserting site 1 onto the disk determined from thei
52 site selection. One of theNsampsites is accepted accord
ing to the following probability:

P~r1!5exp~2bU~r1!!/w1 , ~5!

where

FIG. 1. Illustration of a single-rebridging move. The figure on the left is
old configuration and the figure on the right is the proposed new config
tion. The dashed arrows indicate the order of bridge growth in terms of
site nomenclature of the figure.

FIG. 2. Generation of a new trial site orientation during single rebridging
sites prior to chain closure.
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j 51
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exp~2bU~r1~ j !!!. ~6!

The overall probability of accepting a rebridging move
Nsite inner sites, whereNsite.2, can be determined to be

Paccept~old→new!5minF1,
Wrbr~new!

Wrbr~old! G , ~7!

where

Wrbr~new!5
P i 51

Nsitewi~new!

J~r2!newP i 53
NsitePsep

0 ~r i ,0!new

, ~8!

Wrbr~old!5
P i 51

Nsitewi~old!

J~r2!oldP i 53
NsitePsep

0 ~r i ,0!old

. ~9!

III. DOUBLE-REBRIDGING TECHNIQUE

The double-rebridging scheme proposed here utilizes
single-rebridging technique to simultaneously alter the c
nectivity of two linear polymer chains. A representation
the move is shown in Fig. 4. Note that the move preser
chain length and architecture. In principle, it can be p
formed by attempting to change the connectivity of a rand
inner section of two randomly selected chains. However,
approach exhibits a prohibitively low acceptance rate; a b
is therefore added for the selection of an attempted dou
rebridging move. Before attempting the connectivity alteri
move, a double-bridging pair is selected according to

a-
e

f

FIG. 3. Generation of a new trial site orientation for single rebridging
the last two sites.

FIG. 4. Illustration of a double-rebridging move. The figure on the left is
original configuration. The figure on the right is the proposed new confi
ration.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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T~old→new!5
Psep

0 ~r i 11ntrans of chain 2,i 121 of chain 1!Psep
0 ~r i 11ntrans of chain 1,i 121 of chain 2!

Z
, ~10!

whereZ is defined as

Z5 (
i 51

nchn21

(
j 5 i 11

nchn

(
i s52

n2ntrans

Psep
0 ~r i s1ntrans of chain j ,i s21 of chain i !Psep

0 ~r i s1ntrans of chain i ,i s21 of chain j !. ~11!
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In Eqs.~10! and~11!, ntransis the number of sites in a bridge
i s is the first site type of a given bridge,chain i is the ith
chain in the system,nchn is the number of chains in th
simulation cell, andn is the number of sites in a chain. Th
summations in Eq.~11! are over all chain-length an
architecture-preserving pairs. The selected double-bridg
pair in Eq. ~10! includes sitesi 1 to i 11ntrans of chains 1
and 2.

The rebridging procedure is conducted as outlined
Sec. II. First, the rebridging weights are found for the tw
original bridges,Wrbr ,1(old) andWrbr ,2(old). Next, the two
new connectivity altering bridges are constructed~with the
order of bridge construction chosen at random!, and the as-
sociated weights,Wrbr ,1(new) andWrbr ,2(new), are calcu-
lated. Finally, the probability of selecting the correct doub
bridging pair to go from the new state to the old sta
T(new→old), is calculated with the new proposed config
ration in the same manner as the calculation ofT(old
→new). The acceptance probability for this move is giv
by

Paccept~old→new)

5minF1,
T~new→old!Wrbr ,1~new!Wrbr ,2~new!

T~old→new!Wrbr ,1~old!Wrbr ,2~old! G . ~12!

For bookkeeping purposes, it is noted that the first labe
sites of a given chain remain with the given chain up
acceptance of a move. The higher labeled sites of the dou
rebridging move are incorporated into the chain of the low
labeled sites upon acceptance of a move. This seemi
trivial point is essential when analyzing simulation results
is essential that one of the chain ends does not change
tity when analyzing end-to-end autocorrelation functions.

TABLE I. Bonding potential energy functions.

Bond stretching potential
V(r )/kB5(Kr /2)(r 2beq)

2

Kr596 500 K/Å2 beq51.54 Å ~C–C!

Bond bending potential
V(u)/kB5(Ku/2)(u2ueq)

2

Ku562 500 K/rad2 ueq5114.0° ~C–C–C!

Torsional potential
V(f)/kB5V01V1(11cosf)1V2(12cos 2f)1V3(11cos 3f)
Linear ~C–C–C–C!
V050 V15355.04 K
V25268.19 K V35791.32 K
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IV. SIMULATION FORCE FIELD

All calculations presented here are for linear polyeth
ene melts at liquidlike densities. All simulations employ t
NERD force field,14–16 in which united-atom sites represe
CH3 and CH2 groups in linear polyethylene chains. Bondin
interactions include bond stretching, bond angle bend
and torsional interactions due to rotations about bonds. B
stretching and bond-angle bending are described by mean
a harmonic potential, and a torsional potential of the form
Jorgensenet al.17 is used. A 12–6 Lennard-Jones potent
energy function is adopted to describe site–site interacti
for sites not involved in bonding interactions. For Lennar
Jones interactions, we use Lorentz–Berthelot combin
rules, which in previous work have been shown to be s
able for alkane mixtures.18 In all calculations, a cutoff radius
of 10.0 Å is employed for Lennard-Jones interactions, a
standard tail corrections10,19are implemented. A summary o
the potential energy functions used in this work is provid
in Tables I and II.

V. SIMULATION CONDITIONS

The systems considered in this work consist of line
polyethylene modeled as C200 and C1000chains with CH3 end
groups and CH2 middle groups. For the linear C200 case, a
system of nine chains at 600 K and 0.716 g/cc is stud
Canonical ensemble (NVT) simulations are performed usin
a conventional MD technique, an MC technique witho
double bridging, and an MC technique with double bridgin
These systems represent polyethylene melts on the verg
entanglement.

A system of eight linear C1000 chains at 600 K and 1 ba
is also simulated. For this polyethylene model, the chains
above the entanglement length. For this case, isotherm
isobaric (NPT) simulations are conducted with an MD tec
nique, an MC technique without double bridging, and an M
technique with double bridging. All simulations are co
ducted on a pool of computers which perform floating po
operations at the rate of 0.3–0.7 GFlops.

TABLE II. Nonbonding potential energy functions.

Lennard-Jones interaction potential:
V(r )/kB54e@(s/r )122(s/r )6#

Polyethylene chains
sCH2(sp3)53.93 Å eCH2(sp3)545.8 K
sCH3(sp3)53.91 Å eCH3(sp3)5104.0 K
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE III. Simulation conditions for linear C200 and C1000 simulations. The CPU requirements are shown
all cases. The proportion of individual moves is also indicated for the Monte Carlo simulations.

Simulation

Varying
volume

hybrid %

Constant
volume

hybrid %
End-site
CCB %

Reptation
CCB %

Inner-chain
rebridging %

Double
rebridging %

CPU time
per 106 step

@days#

C200 systems
NVT-MD ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ 5.25
NVT-MC without
double rebridging

¯ ¯ 10 20 70 ¯ 1.07

NVT-MC with
double rebridging

¯ ¯ 5 10 35 50 2.33

C1000 Systems
NPT-MD ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ 9.67
NPT-MC without
double rebridging

0.8 0.2 10 19 70 ¯ 2.20

NPT-MC with
double rebridging

0.4 0.1 5 9.5 35 50 3.27
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A. Molecular dynamics simulations

For the linear C200 case, canonical molecular dynami
(NVT-MD) simulations are conducted using
Nosé–Hoover20–23 scheme with a time step,dt*
50.001 (0.0016 ps) in reduced Lennard-Jones units.
time step is reduced in terms ofsCH2

eCH2
, and the mass o

the CH2 sites.
For the linear C1000 case, isothermal–isobaric molecul

dynamics (NPT-MD) simulations are conducted using a B
rendsen weak-coupling scheme24,25with a reduced time step
dt* , of 0.001 ~0.0016 ps!. The reduced pressure couplin
parameter,tP* , is set to 4.2~6.8 ps! and the reduced tem
perature coupling parameter,tT* , is set to 0.001~0.0016 ps!.

The CPU requirements for the two different molecu
dynamics cases can be found in Table III.

B. Conventional Monte Carlo simulations

For conventional Monte Carlo simulations, inner-cha
rebridging,8 end-site continuum configurational bia
~CCB!,26,27 CCB reptation, and hybrid Monte Carlo move
are used.

For all Monte Carlo simulations, single-rebridgin
moves are carried out for 2–6 sites per move and ten
orientations generated per site. The acceptance of this m
is on the order of 6%. End-site CCB moves are conduc
for 1–6 polyolefin end sites per move, and ten trial orien
tions per site. The acceptance is on the order of 45%. C
reptation moves are performed for 1–4 sites per move
ten trial orientations generated per site. The acceptanc
this move is on the order of 20%.

For NPT Monte Carlo simulations, constant and varyin
volume hybrid Monte Carlo simulations are also imp
mented. In the constant volume hybrid-NVT procedure,28,29

five molecular dynamics steps are used to generate a g
trial Monte Carlo move with a reduced time step of 0.0
~0.0016 ps!. The acceptance of this move is on the order
71%. In the reversible Berendsen hybrid-NPT
procedure,24,25,30five molecular dynamics steps are used
r 2007 to 128.104.198.71. Redistribution subject to AI
e

r
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generate a global trial Monte Carlo move with a reduc
time step of 0.001~0.0016 ps!. The acceptance of this mov
is on the order of 41%.

The proportion of moves and CPU requirements for
conventional C200 and C1000 Monte Carlo simulations~MC
simulations without double rebridging! are shown in
Table III.

C. Double-rebridging Monte Carlo simulations

To test the proposed double-rebridging scheme, M
simulations with 50% double-rebridging moves are also p
formed. The other trial moves are conducted in the sa
proportion as in the conventional MC simulations. The a
ceptance of non-double-rebridging moves is similar to tha
the ‘‘standard’’ MC simulations. The proportion of moves fo
the C200 and C1000 Monte Carlo simulations with double re
bridging is shown in Table III.

The double-rebridging moves are performed for five s
bridges with 20 trial orientations generated per site; five s
bridges are used based on the optimal performance as c
pared to longer and shorter bridges observed during s
simulations with the C1000 system. The acceptance of th
double-rebridging moves is on the order of 0.02%, i.e., o
accepted move for every 5000 attempts.

TABLE IV. Simulation characteristics for various double-rebridging move
Simulations are for systems of eight linear C1000 chains at 600 K and 1 bar
Simulations are conducted with moves indicated in Table III and run fo
3106 steps~10–30 days! on a pool of computers, all of which perform
floating-point operations at the rate of 0.6–0.7 GFlops.

Number of sites
per bridge

Acceptance
@%#

CPU time per
double-rebridging

move @s#

Average number of
bridgeable pairs

per move

3 0.037 0.33 9.3
5 0.021 0.48 75
7 0.012 0.62 184
9 0.0035 0.74 588

11 0.0012 0.90 965
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Double-rebridging optimization

Table IV shows the acceptance rate, double-rebridg
move CPU requirement, and average number of ‘‘brid
able’’ pairs for double-rebridging simulations with 3–11 s
bridges. In the nomenclature of Sec. III, the number
bridgeable pairs is the number of proposed new dou
bridging pairs withi121 and i11ntrans separated by les
thanbeq(ntrans11) for both new bridges. In other words, it
the number of pairs that, on average, could be geometric
connected without altering the architecture of the molecu
From Table IV, it is apparent that the acceptance increa
and the CPU requirement decreases for shorter brid
However, the average number of bridgeable pairs drastic
decreases with shorter bridges. This indicates that the n
ber of possibilities to form short bridges is small. This lim
ited number of possibilities will greatly reduce the sampli
space for this type of move.

The relative effectiveness is determined based on
initial decay of the chain end-to-end site vector (R0) auto-
correlation function. The results are shown in Fig. 5. Fro
Fig. 5, it is seen that all double-rebridging cases are supe
to the case without double rebridging in the relaxation of
end-to-end site vector autocorrelation function. It is also s
that the case of five site bridges provides the fastest re
ation for the simulation conditions given in Table III. Ther
fore, five site bridges are used for the rest of the calculatio

B. Linear polyethylene results

Figure 6 shows the initial decay of the chain end-to-e
site vector autocorrelation function for the linear C200 melt at
600 K and 0.716 g/cc using the three simulation techniq
considered here as a function of CPU time. As apparen

FIG. 5. Initial decay of the end-to-end vector autocorrelation functions
systems of eight linear C1000 chains at 600 K and 1 bar. Details for thes
Monte Carlo simulations are provided in Tables III and IV.
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Fig. 6, the end-to-end vector autocorrelation function rela
more rapidly for the simulation that includes the doub
rebridging technique. The speed-up as compared to the s
dard MC is several orders of magnitude.

Figure 7 shows the initial decay of the chain end-to-e
site vector autocorrelation function for the three linear C1000

simulations as a function of CPU time. The doubl
rebridging scheme is again superior to the standard MC
MD techniques for the relaxation of the end-to-end vect
The enhancement is larger for this system than for the C200

system. Since the polyethylene model considered her
above the entanglement length, the end-to-end vector is

r

FIG. 6. End-to-end vector autocorrelation functions for threeNVT simula-
tions of a system of nine linear C200 chains at 600 K and 0.716 g/cc. Detai
for these Monte Carlo simulations are provided in Table III.

FIG. 7. End-to-end vector autocorrelation functions for threeNPT simula-
tions of a system of eight linear C1000 chains at 600 K and 1 bar. Details fo
these Monte Carlo simulations are provided in Table III.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE V. Density and structural property results for linear polyethylene at 600 K and 1 bar. The simu
results are for the polyethylene melt modeled as a system of eight linear C1000 chains. The experimental densit
results are extrapolated from the results of Walshet al. ~Ref. 31!. The experimentalC` results are extrapolated
from data at 413–440 K~Refs. 32–34!.

Density @g/cc# C` ^R0
2&/^Rg

2& l Kuhn @Å] n/nKuhn

Simulation
NPT-MD 0.68560.003 6.161.9 8.27 9.36 6.09
NPT-MC without double rebridging 0.69560.015 5.261.6 8.86 8.04 5.23
NPT-MC with double rebridging 0.69060.010 5.960.4 6.68 8.26 5.37

Experiment~Refs. 31–34! 0.685 6.060.3 ¯ ¯ ¯
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tremely slow to relax with MD and conventional MC met
ods. Upon comparison with the C200 simulations, the relax-
ation of the end-to-end vector for the MC double-rebridgi
simulation appears to be relatively insensitive to ch
length.

The density and characteristic ratio (C`[^R0
2&/nl2) are

calculated for each simulation condition and compared w
experimental data. Furthermore,^R0

2&/^Rg
2& (Rg is the radius

of gyration!, the Kuhn length (l Kuhn), and number of carbon
bonds per Kuhn bond (n/nKuhn) are calculated for each simu
lation condtion. The Kuhn length,l Kuhn, is defined as
^R0

2&/Lc , where Lc is the contour length of a chain. Th
number of Kuhn bonds is defined so that^R0

2&5nKuhnl Kuhn
2

~i.e., Kuhn segments behave like a freely jointed chain!. The
results are presented in Table V.

Satisfactory agreement is observed between simul
and experimental densities for all simulations. In additio
agreement is found between simulated and experimentaC`

for all three simulation methods. However, the MC wi
double-rebridging technique yields much smaller error inC`

as compared to the other two simulation methods. Note
^R0

2&/^Rg
2& is equal to 6 for fully flexible chains under the

conditions and equal to 12 for rigid rods. It is not expect
that this system should differ too much from the fully fle
ible chain model. With this in mind, the simulated^R0

2&/^Rg
2&

appears to be more realistic for the MC with doub
rebridging technique than the simulated^R0

2&/^Rg
2& values

from the other two simulation methods. However, expe
mental data for comparison are not available.

TABLE VI. Effect of system size on the performance of the doub
rebridging move. All simulations are conducted at 600 K and 1 bar w
polyethylene modeled as linearC1000. Simulations are conducted using fiv
site bridges for the double-rebridging move and with moves in proportio
those of Table III. All simulations are run for 53106 steps~; 15 days! on
a pool of computers, all of which perform floating-point operations at
rate of 0.6–0.7 GFlops.

Number ofC1000

chains in the system
Acceptance

@%#

Average number of
bridgeable pairs

per move

2 0.011 25
4 0.016 46
8 0.021 75

12 0.025 95
r 2007 to 128.104.198.71. Redistribution subject to AI
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C. Effect of system size on double-rebridging
performance

To illustrate the effect of system size, the performance
the double-rebridging technique is examined for systems
2–12 linearC1000 chains. All simulations are conducted
600 K and 1 bar, with five site bridges for the doubl
rebridging move and with the MC moves prescribed in S
V C. Table VI shows the acceptance rate and average num
of bridgeable pairs for the different cases. As is evident fr
Table VI, the acceptance of the double-rebridging move
creases with system size as the number of bridgeable p
increases.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

A new variable connectivity double-rebridging MC tec
nique has been developed. It is seen to dramatically spee
the relaxation of the end-to-end vector for entangled lin
polyethylenes of 200 and 1000 carbons. The relaxation of
end-to-end vector appears to be independent of chain le
with this new technique. This new technique is proposed a
simple and flexible alternative to a recently proposed va
able connectivity double-rebridging technique.1 The calcu-
lated characteristic ratios,C` , from simulations involving
the new technique are consistent with experimental resu
Additionally, ^R0

2&/^Rg
2& and Kuhn parameters are calculat

with the new technique.
Future simulations will be conducted at conditions

experimental and industrial interest. Parallel temper
techniques35–37 will also be used in these cases to furth
enhance the simulations. In addition to linear polyethyle
simulations of branched polyolefins are of tremendous
perimental and industrial interest. The variable connectiv
method of this study can be expanded to encomp
branched systems in a straightforward manner; this will
addressed in the future.
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